What is a good translation? And why it has to have a fair price-tag?

Well, let's take it like it is: where a human being is at work, the chances of something going wrong at
some point are never remote.
This is particularly true for translations: we are no machines, and nobody's perfect! But machines are
often none the wiser in that particular case, like you will see below.
Therefore high-quality translations are particularly hard to achieve since a translator has to have a
perfect command of at least two languages, be meticulous and conscientions and, most important of
all, one has to have a perfect understanding of the culture and needs of both customers (i.e. of the
provider of the source document and of the recipient of the translation) because a word-to-word
translation is never good enough.
In many cases one has also to understand technical matters or other particular arcanes. If you can repair
the motor of your car with your own hands or custom-build your own computer, you will most probably
be more at ease while translating texts respectively related to motors or computer-hardware than if
you have no idea at all of how this particular stuff works.
As a matter of fact a good translator is never a word-to-word translator but a knowledge-mediator.
By the way, don’t be fooled, a good translation has a fair price-tag and a fair deadline.
Otherwise the quality will not match your expectations and at the end of the day you might discover,
that you have to shredder thousands of already printed brochures or user manuals for having saved a
couple of Euros/Dollars buying the "cheapest translation" money can buy. Don't forget that the pricetag is made out of the experience on the job and the time spent researching and checking. The "cheapest
money can buy" is also bound to be the "cheapest quality you will get".

During the first years of my activity I worked quite a lot for the Danish company LanguageWire a/s. On
the next page you will find the third-party customer feed back given to LanguageWire on my work.
In order to illustrate somehow what makes a good translation, you will find in the following pages
exemples of some of the worst or most hilarous mistranslation I came across.
At the end of this brochure, you will also find a list of so called "Denglish" terms with translations
proposal in proper German. "Denglish" refers to the increasing use of English or pseudo-English
vocabulary in German. While the use of English terminology might be from time to time a natural and
meaningfull loanword from the English language, during the first decade of the 20th Century this influx
into German has been so important, and often totally pointless. To add insult to injury, from time to
time English-sounding words, like "handy", "laptop" or "public viewing" are "Made in Germany".
Missunderstandings are now so common, that the Deutsche Bahn, Germany's national rail operator,
decides in 2013 to review their policy and issued a "German booklet" with 2200 entries to be used
instead of the corresponding "Denglicisms", in order, so their spokesman, to make sure the customers
understand clearly what they get.
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Job done! – My LanguageWire account.

In the words of Project Manager Kaisa:

Vi är väldigt nöjda med det du har gjort till oss så här långt!
We are extremly happy with the jobs done for uns until now!

In the words of customer REC:

Première traduction que je reçois qui soit si bonne.
First translation I ever got in such a good quality.

In the words of customer MINI:

Quality-Check by Endusers:

.
is our clear favourite. Translations are quite cool!
(German to French translations)

(4.5 of 5 Stars out of 11 Tests & Reviews)
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The Body Bag – Dead (in the US) or Alive and kicking (in Germany)
In the US a Human Remains Pouch (HRP), more commonly a "Body Bag", is a purpose-made bag used
for the temporarly storage of a dead body, for exemple in the battlefield or on a crime scene. So it
means "a bag in which a corpse is stored" ("Leichensack" in German). In Germany however, a
"Bodybag" or "Body Bag" refers to the UK/US "Sling bag".

A Body Bag in Germany:

A Body Bag in English-speaking countries:
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You get what you get!
"Language localization is the process of translating a product into different languages or adapting a
product for a specific country or region" says Wikipedia. That's indeed the job of the translator to take
care of the specificities of the market in which the enduser will use the translation and/or sell the
product. Otherwise it might turn funny, like in case of the Italian coffee brand "Paskà" sold in Finland.

Italian coffee brand "Paskà":
(© manufacturer's press picture)

In Finland the offer makes it in the news of the Metro
Daily Newspaper (2007) because "Paska" is in
Finnish the common word for…

…for…

… well, yes, for poo.
And this one is really funny because the first tag
"Paska tarjous" means literraly a "Shitty offer" (in
the sense of a very bad offer) and the second tag
means that you get "1kg of crap for 20 €"… although
the coffee tastes really good, believe it or not!
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Product packaging!
The packaging of a product is extremly important because it is the first contact with the potential
customer. Therefore it has to be well designed, easy to understand and get right to the point. However,
very often the companies send to freelance translators only a short list of words or sentences to be
translated in a rush with no information at all about the product because someone is waiting down the
line. The result of such a job can be seen here (Philips CD-Re-Writer ED52CDRW, sold 2005 in France):

❶ - Philips says: "Portable CD-R / RW". Sounds French enough but that's the English way, in French
it has to be: "CD-R / RW Portable" – same words, different language, and therefore different syntax.
❷ - Philips wants to say: "Create, share and enjoy your CDs everywhere. Instead of that Philip says:
"Create, participate and (sexually) enjoy your CDs somewehre" ("Créer, Participer et Jouissez de vos
CD's quelque part"). A correct translation would be for example: "Créez, partagez et profitez de vos
CD partout où vous allez".
❸ - Philips wants to say: "High-Speed CD-Re-Writer" and Philips says: "Engraveur de CD à grande
vitesse". That would mean "Engraver of High-Speed-CDs". So the CD-Burner becomes a (Human)engraver of CDs. Furthermore the wrong syntax implies that the CDs themselves are "High-Speed"
but in that case that's the burning process, which is running at high-speed, not the CDs. The unique
selling proposition of this particular item, which is to be a Re-Writer (i.e. not a one-time-only writer)
also fully disappeared in the translation. A correct translation would be for example: "Graveur haute
vitesse de CD réinscriptibles".
❹ - Philips says: "Réécriture sûr et faible avec Seamless Link". It beginns with an annoying spelling
mistake ("sûr" should be written "sûre" in that context because the word is related to "Réécriture"
which is feminine. Then the sentence doesn't make any sense: translated into English it would mean:
"Safe and weak re-writing with Seamless Link". This is due to the second spelling mistake: instead of
"faible" ("weak") you should understand "fiable" ("reliable"). A correct translation would be for
example: "Réécriture sûre et fiable grace à la technologie Seamless Link".
❺ - Philips says: "Connexion facile sur PC ou PC portable avec USB 2.0" ("Easy connection to desktop
PC ou portable PC with USB 2.0"). You might not believe it but this one sentence is fully correct.
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The Great Hole in the Great-War Museum
Basically, it's easy to translate a single world: you open a lexikon or you google your word and it does
the trick, isn't it. Well, most of the time it does but some other times, it's a bit trickier. Like in the
example of this official poster made for the opening of the new French Great-War Museum (Musée de
la Grande Guerre) 2011. The French word "Ouverture" (opening…) can be translated in German in
slightly different ways. So if you google the word "Ouverture", you get the translations "Eröffnung",
"Öffnung", and so on… Every word almost the same. Just that slightly different is not exactly the same.
In that case while "Eröffnung" means opening, "Öffnung" means "gap/hole" (well, this kind of
"opening"). So in Berlin the museum was marketing its "gap/hole" instead of its opening. (Bottom left
on the pictures).
Opening Nov. 11th 2011
(French original)

"Gap in the Museum" on Nov. 11th 2011
(Poster in the Subway of Berlin)

Fair to say, that on the other side, the Bundestag, the German Parliament, can't write properly Palais
de l'Élysée, the official residence of the President of the French Republic. On this Webpage, it became
Palais de l'Èlysèe, a mistake no native-speaker would ever make because it sounds totally different and
awkward. (Bottom, center):
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Logo-oops!
A company logo is one of the most important and valuable marketing item because if the customer
remembers something, it will be the logo – and hopefully the service. However in some instences it
might not be the best thing if the customer really notices the logo and associates it with a company…

"Denglish" at its Best!
In 2011 the German drugstore Schlecker tried to relaunch its business with a new logo and a real
surprising mix of English and German: "For you, vor Ort" ("For you, on the spot"), pronounce "For you,
for Ort". Everybody laughed and it was deemed by the press to be one of the "most silly" logo of all ages
(Spiegel Online, 2011). The company filed bankruptcy one year later… but it was not only because of the
logo.

Irregular "knife making".
The great thing about the English language is that the grammar is fairly easy-peasy, well except in some
exceptions. Such an exception would be the word "knife" (plural "knives"). For the following logo nobody
took the time to check the grammar – and once again: oops! (Found in the Helikon-Tex Catalog, 2010).
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The localizing and the missing
The localization of a software is an important process enabling to bring a product to a worldwide audience
in translating from the source language (i.e. English) to the languages of a variety of customers. It's a tricky
process because if you forget a single line or even a single word somebody will see it at a certain point,
maybe every single day – and some guy will hate you for that. Here are two examples from the software
of very well known companies:

Nero AG: Nero Burning ROM 6.0. Some strings were simply forgotten (bottom, left).

Hewlett-Packard: HP Scansoftware 13.0. The software is in German but a word was left in Danish
(bottom, right). It means "Abort" and it's not even the
correct translation because the command enables to "Save".
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Imperial Trick 2.54
Extensive general knowledge, the willingness to learn, to research new topics and technical understanding
are imperative for a translator. Even sometimes if the translation is not primarily of technical nature. The
common mistake below can be found in a lot of books and novels, like this one by Andy McNab. In the
book "Immediate Action" the autor offers a biographical account of his army life packed with technical
details. For example he explains how it feels to man a heavy machine gun in "Caliber .50" also called for
short "Cal. 50". The caliber of a gun refers to the diameter of the projectile it fires, usually given in
millimeters, or in hundredths and thousandths of an inch in the USA. The unit is based on the British
Imperial System rather than the Metric System. "Caliber .50" is also a fraction of an inch (1 inch = 25,4mm
– ½ inch = 12,7mm). However in the French translation, "Caliber .50" is transcribed as being a "shell with
50mm caliber" (or 1,96in). This involontary mistake in the translation made out a machine gun basicaly a
cannon! It might be funny in a book like this but if a technician, for example in the aviation or oil-industry,
where US Customary Units are common, needs for example a ½in (or .50in) wrench and some handbook
states wrongly he should get a 50mm Metric wrench, he would not be able to perform the task, this
generating extra delays and extra costs. (© Graphic of the 50BMG round by Hornaby).
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Translated by the machine.
Take it easy. Around 2005 the German Language and Dictionnary specialist Langenscheidt launched the
wannabe "Professionnal" Translation Software "T1 6.0", which was a big disappointment to
many customers according to their Amazon-reviwes. No wonder this translation (Screenshot
by Chip.de) shows the truly "Unprofessional" result:

Politically correct. As of October 2015 if you ask Google Translate to translate the German sentence "Ich
habe zwei autos geklaut" ("I nicked two cars") into Polish, google returns the sentence
"Wygrałem dwa samochody", which means according to speakers of the Polish
language "I won two cars" – fair one if you are on the Polish side of the border.
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Google Translate's Hall of Fame.

Google Translate is a great piece of software so we all use it, but it had – and still has – some really
funny flaws. Here are some of the funniest fails reported by people on the Internet.

"I love Sweden" becomes "I love Canada". Pair: from Swedish to English. Year: 2009, Source: Presurfer.

.

Lady Gaga "is" Britney Spears. Pair: from Malay to other languages. Year: 2010, Source: Gawker, Reddit.

We really hate (this) Facebook (company): Pair: from English to Japanse. Year: 2011, Source: YouTube.
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Stop Denglish!
"Angela Merkel is just one of many Germans who don't realise that you can't just casually uses the word
Shitstorm in a press conference", wrote The Economist in 2013 refering to Mrs Merkel, then Chancellor
of Germany, using the German "Anglicism of the year 2011" in a public meeting some days earlier. Indeed
"Shitstorm" is used in Germany very much like the much more civilized expressions "Internet uproar" /
"Internet outcry" are used in the UK or in the USA.
Here is a liste of common English and "Denglish" words common in German with proposals for German
equivalents.
(Stay tuned - This liste will be updated from time to time. Last update 3rd Oct. 2015).

Abgefuckt
Account
Airline
Airport
Background
Bad Bank
Balance
Basecap
Beamer
Blackbox
Box
Boxen
Browsen
Browser
Burnout
Burnout
Button
Button
Canceln
Canceln
Canceln
Circeln
Claims
Clean
Cloud
Community
Compliance
Compliance
Compliance-Abteilung

In einem miserablem Zustand (sein)
Konto
Fluggesellschaft
Flughafen
Hintergrund
Abwicklungsbank
Gleichgewicht
Baseballmütze
Bildwerfer / Projektor
Flugschreiber
Schachtel / Kiste
Lautsprecher
Im Internet navigieren
Internet(-navigator)
Ausbrenner
Erschöpfungssyndrom
Knopf, Taste
Ansteckplakette
Absagen
Annullieren
Streichen
Zu Google+ hinzufügen
Rechte
Sauber
Daten-(Wolke)
Netzgemeinde
Integritätsregeln
Regelkonforme Unternehmensführung
Integritätsgebotsabteilung
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Computer
Countdown
Cover
Cranberries
Crashen
Crowd
Crowdfunding
Cue
Cutter
Cutter
Disc Jockey (DJ)
Disclaimer
Display
Display
Display
Downloaden
E-Mail
Embedded
Empowern
Fake
Fake
Faken
Feature (Radio / TV)
Feature
Featuren
Fight
Fighten
Flashen
Flyer
Follower
Ghostwriter
GPS (Englische Aussprache)
Grapefruit
Hardware
Headset
Image
Improvised Explosive Device (IED)
Insider
Interview
Interviewen
Leak
Leaken
Leaken

Rechner
Rückwärtszählung
Deckblatt
Preiselbeere
Abstürzen
Schwarm
Gemeinschaftsgestützte Kapitalbeschaffung
Startpunkt
Teppichmesser
Schnittmeister
Plattenaufleger
Haftungsausschluss
Kleinbildschirm
Sichtanzeige
Sichtbildgerät
Herunterladen
Elektronische Post
Eingebettet
Befähigen
Unecht
Gefälscht
Fälschen
Dokumentarbericht
Funktion
Beinhalten
Kampf
Kämpfen
(Hin-)Blitzen
Handreichung
Anhänger
Geistschreiber
GPS (Deutsche Aussprache)
Paradiesapfel
(Technische) Apparatur
Sprechgarnitur
Persönlichkeitsbild
Unkonventionelle Sprengvorrichtung
Kenner (des Geschäftes)
Befragung
Befragen
Gezielte Indiskretion
Informationen weitergeben
Informationen anonym veröffentlichen
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Liken
Listener
Mainstream
Mainstream
Manager
Message
Message
Outfit
Performance
Pitch
Player
Player
Player
Pool
Provider
Public Viewing
Radiofeature
Reader
Reader
Rear Proppeld Grenade (RPG)
Rear Proppeld Grenade (RPG)
Receiver
Refurbished
Release
Release
Selfie
Samplerrate
Screen
Shampoo
Shitstorm
Shitstorm
Snoozen
Snoozen
Software
Songwriter
Sound
Stalker
Statement
Streetworker
Teaser
Tile
Tool
Trigger

Mögen
Hörer
Die herrschende Meinung
Die herrschende Weltanschauung
Verwalter
Nachricht
Botschaft
Kleidung
Leistung
Angebotsvorstellung
Akteur
Abspieler
Abspielgerät
Schwimmbad
Dienst-(Anbieter)
Öffentliche Fernsehübertragung
Radioreportage
Lesegerät
Leseprogramm
Panzerschreck
Raketenwerfer
Empfänger
Rundumerneuert
Erscheinung
Veröffentlichung
(Digitales) Selbstporträt
Abtastrate
Bildschirm
Haarwaschmittel
Digitaler Aufruhr
Digitale Empörungswelle
Dösen
Schlummern
(Dienst-)Programm
Liedemacher
Klang
Nachsteller
Aussage
Sozialarbeiter
Ausreißer
Kachel
Werkzeug
Auslöser
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Triggern
Tunen
Tunen
Tuner
Undercut (Frisur)
Up to date
Update
Updaten
Upgrade
Upgraden
Usability
User / Userin
User / Userin
Voten
Voting
Webframe
Whistleblower
Whistleblower
Whistleblower

Auslösen
Abstimmen
Aufmotzen, Frisieren
Abstimmgerät
O(b)laSeku (Oben lang, Seiten kurz)
Auf dem neuesten Stand
Aktualisierung
Aktualisieren
Aufstufung / Nachrüsten
Aufstufen / Nachrüsten
Gebrauchsfähigkeit
Seitenbesucher / Seitenbesucherin
Benutzer / Benutzerin
Abstimmen
Abstimmung
Webrahmen
Tippgeber
Hinweisgeber
Geheimnisverräter
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